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A

s children become adolescents, they naturally
want more control over their lives and want to
be more independent. As teens reach for their
independence, parents often struggle to hold onto the
bonds or connections they have built in the family. One
way to maintain the family bonds and allow for independence is to involve the teen more in the roles and responsibilities of the family.1
This issue of Prevention TALK explores creative ways to
keep teens involved in their families, which can strengthen
the family bonds. Strong families with loving, positive
parent-child relationships protect children from drug use.2
Expanding the roles and responsibilities of adolescents in
the family increases and strengthens positive family
interaction.3 By expanding the roles within the family
parents have the opportunity to accomplish the following:
•
Divide household tasks
•
Teach the life skills necessary for youth to
become successful adults
•
Build self-esteem
•
Create and build positive bonds within the
family
•
Address teen boredom

that interests your teen(s) and that you can give up. Teach
them the skills to be successful. Be patient while they learn
and recognize their efforts. Remember, you are giving them
the opportunity to learn a life skill.
Here are a few creative ways to involve your teen(s):
•
Balance the checkbook
•
Plan a family outing
•
Plan, shop for, and create a family meal
•
Schedule health care appointments
•
Sort and wash the laundry
•
Change the oil in the car

ACTION STEPS:
•

Make a list of household tasks with your teen(s)

•

Ask your teen which task he or she would like to
learn

•

Teach the skills to accomplish the new task

•

Recognize your teen’s efforts

•

Rotate tasks to alleviate boredom

TO THINK ABOUT:
•

The breakdown of the family and poor family
relationships increase the risk of teen alcohol
and other drug use.3

•

Parents can help teens develop dreams, goals and
purpose in life.3

•

Teaching a new skill to your teen(s) creates a
window of opportunity to strengthen family
bonds.

REMEMBER
Developing a strong family bond is
one way to protect the health,
happiness, and success of your teen(s).3
The more creative parents can be in involving their
teen(s) in the family, the more excited the teen(s) will be to
contribute and the more opportunities he/she will have to
learn new skills.4 To begin this dialogue in your family,
make a list of all the jobs in your household and who does
each one. One of the hardest things for parents to do when
expanding the roles in the family is to let go of a job and
teach the child how to do it. Start by picking one new task
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